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Abstract

Objective—To support the hypothesis about the potential compensatory role of ipsilateral corticofugal pathways when contralateral pathways are impaired by brain tumours.

Methods—Retrospective analysis was carried out on the results of functional MRI (fMRI) of a selected group of five paretic patients with Rolandic brain tumours who exhibited an abnormally high ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of activation—that is, movements of the paretic hand activated predominately the ipsilateral cortex. Brain activation was achieved with a flexion extension of the fingers. Statistical parametric activation was obtained using a t test and a threshold of p<0.001. These patients, candidates for tumour resection, also underwent cortical intraoperative stimulation that was correlated to the fMRI spatial data using three dimensional reconstructions of the brain. Three patients also had postoperative control fMRI.

Results—The absence of fMRI activation of the primary sensorimotor cortex normally innervating the paretic hand for the threshold chosen, was correlated with completely negative cortical responses of the cortical hand area during the operation. The preoperative fMRI activation of these patients predominantly found in the ipsilateral frontal and primary sensorimotor cortices could be related to the residual ipsilateral hand function. Postoperatively, the fMRI activation returned to more classic patterns of activation, reflecting the consequences of therapy.

Conclusion—In paretic patients with brain tumours, ipsilateral control could be implicated in the residual hand function, when the normal primary pathways are impaired. The possibility that functional tissue still remains in the peritumorous sensorimotor cortex even when the preoperative fMRI and the cortical intraoperative stimulations are negative, should be taken into account when planning the tumour resection and during the operation.

Materials and methods

PATIENTS

Five patients (two men; three women; age range 50 to 68 years; median age-60 years; all since the works of Penfield and Boldrey and Foerster’s intraoperative cortical stimulation to precisely map brain functions has proved to be useful, especially in infiltrative tumours in or near eloquent areas. Use of optical imaging, Haglund et al demonstrated the reliability and the accuracy of this method to map function precisely. This technique has become a standard method for localising language and sensory motor cortex in patients during neurosurgical procedures. Use of this technique is, however, restricted to patients who undergo open brain surgery. In paretic patients, the existence of completely negative stimulations of the hand area normally innervating the paretic limb, and possibly related to plasticity phenomena, has seldom been documented by functional studies. In patients with brain tumours, it has also been shown that functional MRI (fMRI) with blood oxygen dependent (BOLD) contrast was capable of depicting functional areas, providing functional information complementary to the structural studies. Thus, fMRI has been used in patients with brain tumours for surgical planning, epilepsy surgery, and to detect functional reorganisations resulting from structural or functional damage. Recently, fMRI in paretic patients with brain tumours has shown an abnormally high ipsilateral/contralateral ratio of activation when the subject performs a task with his affected hand—that is, the cortex ipsilateral to the paretic hand activates. Caramia et al, using motor evoked potentials (MEPs), suggested that ipsilateral activation could be suppressed or undetected in the normal brain but could be detected when the contralateral control becomes impaired by a tumour. However, the persistence of movement in the affected hand could also be related to persistent contralateral control that is undetected by the functional studies.

Combining fMRI and cortical stimulation, we tried to support the hypothesis of a potentially compensatory role of ipsilateral control when contralateral routes are ineffective. For this purpose, we studied five paretic patients in whom the lack of fMRI activation seen in the contralateral primary sensorimotor region of the affected hand was correlated with the absence of response with cortical stimulation.
right handed) presenting with various tumours near or in the motor strip and candidates for a tumour resection were studied. These patients were selected from a larger series of 30 patients with various Rolandic tumours who underwent motor fMRI and cortical and subcortical stimulations at our institution in the past 2 years. These five patients were selected because all of them had a particular pattern of fMRI activation: making a movement with their paretic hand, they activated predominantly or exclusively the ipsilateral hemisphere (abnormally high ipsilateral/contralateral ratio with an increased activity of the ipsilateral hemisphere). Emergence of a rapidly progressive motor weakness was the presenting symptom in these five patients, but epilepsy was also noted in one patient. We used the Canadian neurological score to evaluate globally the degree of hemiparesis of each patient. More specifically, the motor impairment of the hands in these patients was also assessed by a finger ballistic opposition task and by the Medical Research Council (MRC) scale. The time required to perform 20 finger oppositions of each hand was recorded and compared. The degree of motor impairment could thus be assessed by the time comparison between both hands. The MRC scale is based on an estimation of the index abduction power, as a gross evaluation of hand motor skill. The duration of the presenting symptom before the diagnosis was made at the time of surgical intervention ranged from 3 days to 2 weeks.

Patients were also assessed between 6 weeks and 10 weeks after the operation with the Canadian neurological and the MRC scores, and the finger opposition test. Their degree of postoperative impairment or recovery was defined as changes in performance in these tests. Hand motor recovery was arbitrarily defined as an increase of at least 1 point in the MRC score and an improvement of the finger opposition time of the paretic hand versus normal hand. Similarly, postoperative motor impairment was defined as a reduction of at least 1 point in the MRC score and by a deterioration of the finger opposition time of the paretic hand versus normal hand.

fMRI PROCEDURE

Motor task procedure

The task chosen was a flexion and extension of the fingers of the paretic hand. The good cooperation of the patients during the fMRI procedure allowed us to also test the normal hand. This specific task was chosen because of its ability to activate most precisely the precentral gyrus (Brodmann area 4), and sometimes the supplementary motor area. We chose an fMRI task close to the movement elicited intraoperatively by stimulation (flexion of the fingers). Furthermore, the hand area is functionally important, usually well represented in the motor cortex, and easy to test by direct stimulation. Although the task chosen was easy to perform, all subjects were trained to rehearse the task a few minutes before the procedure. Patients were instructed to do the task as fast as possible, but without (or with minimal) head motion.

fMRI data acquisition

Patients were positioned in the head coil of a 1.5T Magnetom Vision MR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Optimisation of the magnetic field was performed with the automatic map-shim procedure to reach a gradient tolerance of 0.001 T/m. fMRI data were obtained using a GE-EPI single shot sequence (TE=60 ms; FA=90°; slice number=10, matrix size=64x64, FOV=200 mm, slice thickness=5 mm, distant factor=0.5 mm). The 10 slices were positioned parallel to the anterior commissure and the posterior commissure (AC/PC) axis from the base of the brain to the vertex. A staff member was always present near the patient during the acquisitions to control the procedure, to encourage the patient to do the task to the best of their ability, and to ensure that the patient followed the start and stop signals. In fact, the fMRI procedure can be long for this category of patient with hemiparesis and often with high grade tumours. The presence of a staff member throughout the MRI study near the patient was also useful to ensure that the patient had no visible synkinesis of his normal hand when performing the task with the affected hand. During the procedure, the patient alternated epochs of rest and epochs of activation. Each epoch (rest or activation) lasted 30 seconds while 10 images were acquired every 3 seconds. Alternative rest and activation periods were repeated four times; with each the procedure began with a period of rest. Each period was controlled vocally by the headphones.

Four patients also had a control fMRI procedure after their operation with the same task. But because of head motion, one study has to be discarded. Because these control fMRI studies were done only for research purposes, no three dimensional anatomical run was done postoperatively. We considered that it was more acceptable for the patients not to again undergo a 12 minute three dimensional anatomical sequence. Thus, for the postoperative studies, the echo planar images were not realigned on the anatomical ones. All these data are summarised in table 1.

Table 1 Summary of the global assessment of the patients, fMRI performed, clinical evaluations, and intraoperative mapping procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preoperative fMRI</th>
<th>Postoperative fMRI</th>
<th>Intraoperative cortical mapping and electrocorticography</th>
<th>Full postoperative motor assessment</th>
<th>Postoperative fMRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PH NH</td>
<td>Full preoperative motor assessment</td>
<td>Intraoperative cortical mapping and electrocorticography</td>
<td>Full postoperative motor assessment</td>
<td>Postoperative fMRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + Dis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + +</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 + + +</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 + + +</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 + + +</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Dis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NP=Not performed; PH=paretic hand; NH=normal hand; Dis=discarded (head motion).

fMRI data analysis

The fMRI data were analysed with the Statistical Parametric Map (SPM) 96 software (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and performed on a Sun SPARC workstation (Mountain view, CA, USA). The first three images of each run were...
Table 2. Summary of the clinical assessment of the patients.

| Patient | Sex/Age | Pathological lesion | Clinical features | Protracted MRC score | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH | PH | NH |
|---------|---------|---------------------|-------------------|--------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1       | M/50    | Glioblastoma R hemisphere | Bilateral seizures left hand hemiparesis | 8    | 13  | 4  | 2  | 9  | 9  | 2  | 3  | 1  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 5  |
| 2       | F/58    | Meningioma L hemisphere | Right hemiparesis 4 days | 7.5   | 10  | 3  | 5  | 5  | 5  | imp. | 18  | 21  | 17  | 4  | 5  | 4  | 5  | 38  | 10  | 28  | 12  |
| 3       | M/68    | Lung metastasis R hemisphere | Brachiofacial hemiparesis 1 day | 7.5   | 10  | 3  | 5  | 5  | 5  | imp. | 18  | 21  | 17  | 4  | 5  | 4  | 5  | 38  | 10  | 28  | 12  |
| 4       | F/63    | Astrocytoma grade III R hemisphere | Left hand hemiparesis 5 days | 7.5   | 10  | 3  | 5  | 5  | 5  | 4  | 5  | 4  | 5  | 4  | 5  | 3  | 5  | 11  | 10  | 28  | 10  |

The anatomical images were analysed with three dimensional views of the surface of the brain. The central sulcus was found using the three dimensional reconstructions of the surface of the brain. Intraoperative cortical stimulation was used to localise the hand area and eventually other areas of functional cortex in the Rolandic cortex after determination of the afterdischarge threshold. The cortex was directly stimulated using a bipolar Ojemann cortical stimulator (1 mm electrodes separated by 5 mm; Radionics, Burlington, USA), with an appropriate current to try to elicit a specific movement (flexion of the fingers). The current amplitude was progressively increased by 1 mA beginning at 1 mA. We used a standard procedure of stimulation with biphasic square wave pulses of 1 ms at 60 Hz, with a maximum train duration of 4 seconds. Electrocorticography was used to determine the afterdischarge threshold. When a functional site was found, it was marked by a sterile ticket of 0.25 cm² and then another area 5 mm away was tested. The exact locations of functional sites were compared with the three dimensional reconstructions of the brain surface and marked on these reconstructions. We studied the whole area exposed during craniotomy by cortical and subcortical mapping as well. Our policy was to spare the functional areas found by this test during the tumour removal by resecting the tumorous tissue no more than 1 cm from eloquent cortex (distance of the resection margin from the nearest functional site). When no functional site was found, especially in the presumed hand area, our policy was to spare the precentral and postcentral gyri. Intraoperative photographs of the brain were taken with the sites of positive or negative cortical stimulation. The data were analysed by visual comparison of both surface renderings and views of the operative fields. The exact locations of the functional areas were integrated on the three dimensional brain surface renderings by using anatomical landmarks on the brain's surface (gyral and sulcal pattern). Because of the shape and the location of the craniotomy, direct stimulation of some areas (especially the supplementary motor area and cingular gyrus) was not always possible, making the validation by direct stimulation of these areas difficult.

Results

Clinical findings

Clinical presentations of our patients at the onset of their hemiparesis as well as at the time of their postoperative assessment are summarised in Table 2. The MRC and finger opposition scores showed that all our patients were severely impaired before the operation. Two of them (patients 1 and 3) were unable to perform the finger opposition task.

fMRI results

From 15 fMRI studies (10 preoperative and 5 postoperative), two studies had to be discarded because of excess motion (the study of the normal hand of patient 1 and the control study of patient 5. In patient 2, the control...
study of the paretic hand was also not performed because we decided not to do the fMRI procedure, the patient being too tired after the anatomical control MRI runs. No significant foci of increased activation were found within the tumours.

Paretic hand
In this group of patients the most common regions with increased activation were in the unaffected hemisphere, especially in the primary sensorimotor areas, but also in the frontal and medial areas. Ipsilateral activation was not exclusive and contralateral activation to the paretic hand was also seen individually and to a lesser degree, especially in frontal and medial areas. A strong ipsilateral/contralateral ratio in the sensorimotor area has been found in each patient. In four patients (patients 1, 3, 4, and 5), we found no controlateral primary sensorimotor area activation to the paretic hand. Patient 2 had only four activated pixels in his primary sensorimotor area contralateral to the paretic hand. These data are summarised in table 3.

Normal hand
The activations were found predominantly in the contralateral, unaffected hemisphere and were in agreement with the classic pattern of hand activation. They were located principally in the contralateral primary sensorimotor area (mean of the activated pixels in the primary sensorimotor cortex 227). In three patients (patients 2, 3, and 4), no activated pixels were found in the ipsilateral primary sensorimotor area (affected hemisphere). All patients had a high contralateral/ipsilateral ratio, individually very different from the ratio found when the contralateral, paretic hand was tested. These data are summarised in table 4.

Control fMRI
Four patients (patients 1, 3, 4, and 5) had an fMRI after their operation. In patient 5, the images had to be discarded because of movement artifacts. For these control fMRI only the paretic hand was tested. In patient 1, who had a right hemispheric glioblastoma and who had a partial recovery of his hand, the control fMRI done 2 months after the operation showed the return of a classic contralateral primary sensorimotor activation with no ipsilateral activation (figs 1 and 2). These findings were probably related to motor recovery of the patient and to elimination of the mass effect. Patient 3 presenting with a meningioma underwent a control fMRI 6 weeks after her operation that also showed a contralateral primary sensorimotor activation to the former paretic hand. In patient 4, fMRI showed a significant increase in the location of the activations when compared with the previous ones. This fMRI has been done 8 weeks postoperatively. A contralateral activation in the primary sensorimotor area was again visible with a lesser important ipsilateral/contralateral ratio.

Cortical stimulation results and fMRI correlation
The whole region of the craniotomy has been studied carefully by bipolar stimulation, repeating the stimulations at least twice for each site. In each patient we progressively increased the level of the stimulation intensity because the amount of current that elicits a hand movement is variable individually and cannot be predicted. In our patients no movement of the affected hand was recorded even at the highest level of stimulation (16 mA) but in one patient this caused a brachiofacial seizure that resolved with application of cold Ringer’s lactate to the cortex. It is possible to find responses elicited at a higher stimulus intensities, but this is not without risk and we tried to avoid any suprathreshold stimuli because it can result in current spread, neural fatigue, or cell habituation. In this group of patients, we were unable to elicit any hand movement by cortical stimulation. If no hand movement was found, direct cortical stimulation produced flexion of the elbow.

Table 3
Number of significantly (p<0.001) activated voxels in the paretic hand of each patient before and after operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Primary sensorimotor area (S1, M1)</th>
<th>Frontal regions</th>
<th>Temporoparietal regions</th>
<th>Supplementary motor area and cingular gyrus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before op</td>
<td>After op</td>
<td>Before op</td>
<td>After op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Dis</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Op=Operation; NP=not performed; Dis=discarded.

Table 4
Number of significantly (p<0.001) activated voxels in the normal hand of each patient before the operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Primary sensorimotor areas (M1/S1)</th>
<th>Frontal regions</th>
<th>Temporoparietal regions</th>
<th>Supplementary motor area and cingular gyrus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before op</td>
<td>After op</td>
<td>Before op</td>
<td>After op</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ipsilateral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contralateral</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(n=1), abduction of the shoulder (n=3), and contraction of the controlateral face (n=2) (figs 3 and 4). This last movement was often difficult to see because of the operative position of the patient (head turned on the head rest, masked by the drapes). We found no movement in the lower limbs, and no attempt was made to expose the leg cortical areas. Thus, the absence of fMRI activation in the primary sensorimotor area of the affected hemisphere was associated, in each patient, with a negative cortical stimulation (impossible to elicit any hand movement even with high intensities). Postoperatively, partial or total recovery was related to significant changes in the fMRI studies (figs 5, 6, 7, and 8).

Discussion
Combining preoperative and postoperative fMRI and cortical stimulation in a selected group of patients with hemiparesis and brain tumour, we demonstrated (a) that the lack of fMRI activation seen in the contralateral primary sensorimotor area of the affected hand was correlated with the absence of response with cortical stimulation; (b) that this fact presumes that the hand area in the affected hemisphere was not functional or masked; (c) that the residual hand function was probably related to the ipsilateral activation seen with fMRI; (d) and that these phenomena could be rapidly seen after the onset of symptoms (a few days), could be temporary, and that an absence of detection of a functional tissue by fMRI or cortical stimulation did not imply that viable functional tissue was present in the peritumorous brain. Our results are in agreement with those of Yoshiura et al, who used fMRI in seven patients with brain tumours and found that the ratio of the ipsilateral/contralateral activated hand was abnormally high in three paretic patients.14 Caramania et al used MEPs in seven patients with various brain tumours and in volunteers.15 Not all their patients had motor deficits but they found, comparing the results with healthy subjects, that ipsilateral MEPs were generally absent in normal subjects but present in the patients by stimulating the non-affected hemisphere. These findings could be related to a potential compensatory role of the ipsilateral motor control.

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
They are many methodological issues related to the use of fMRI in patients with brain tumours. Technical problems such as echoplanar distortion, paradigm choices, movement artifacts, and venous effects have been evoked in many fMRI studies.9-22 But more specific problems must be recognised when using the fMRI technique in patients with brain tumours. It is in these particular conditions that
the validation of fMRI data is the most useful. The most appropriate statistical methodology in the analysis of fMRI data in neurosurgical patients has not yet been defined. The rate and the amplitude of the paradigm vary and influence the amount and volume of brain activation obtained. The area of activation is also related to the specialisation of the cerebral structure studied. These factors can make the analysis of fMRI data extremely difficult. Therefore relations between neuronal activity, local cerebral blood flow, and cerebral tumour (especially in high grade astrocytoma) in fMRI remain unclear. The significance thresholds chosen to generate activation maps of a function are arbitrary and it is precisely the discrepancy between this statistical map and the true map of a function that requires validation. It could be argued that the arbitrary threshold chosen was too strict and that there might have been activations at a lower level of significance. The usefulness of intraoperative cortical mapping is that it can validate the statistical maps given by the analysis of fMRI. It was particularly true in our patients where the absence of activation in the primary sensorimotor area of the affected hemisphere has to be validated by another technique.

NEUROANATOMICAL ASPECTS
Türck first described in 1851 the pyramidal tract, extending from the motor cortex to the spinal cord. In 1909, Holmes and May showed that the pyramidal tract arose from the precentral gyrus. But others have shown that the pyramidal fibres originate from various cortical areas, including the precentral gyrus, and also the premotor cortex, the primary sensory cortex, the parietal associative cortex, and the supplementary area. At the junction of the medulla and the spinal cord, most of the fibres cross the midline in the pyramidal decussation...
to form the lateral corticospinal tract whereas uncrossed fibres form the ventral corticospinal tract or remain in the lateral corticospinal tract. Ipsilateral pyramidal fibres seems to represent 10% to 25% of the total fibres, although quantitative assessment is difficult and probably varies individually. The ventral corticospinal tract projects bilaterally to the ventromedial motor neuron pools innervating axial and proximal muscles as well as to the adjoined portions of the intermediate zone of the grey matter of the spinal cord. It originates principally in Brodmann’s area 6 and in the Brodmann’s area 4 in zones controlling the neck and trunk. The anatomical existence of an ipsilateral pyramidal tract can support the hypothesis of the partial contribution in the residual movement in paretic patients or participation in recovery from stroke or tumours, but this hypothesis must be supported by functional studies.

**INTRAOPERATIVE CORTICAL STIMULATION, fMRI CORRELATION, AND CLINICAL OUTCOME**

Data from fMRI has been recently validated prospectively by SEPs, electric transcranial stimulations, magnetoencephalography, and direct intraoperative stimulation often in a few patients and principally in motor areas. Although cortical mapping identifies only those eloquent brain areas that are on the surface of the brain, it is still considered as the gold standard of brain mapping. All authors have emphasised the good spatial correlation existing between fMRI and this technique. In the primary sensorimotor areas, several authors have shown that functional activated MRI areas were related to a positive electrostimulation response and that when no activation was found on fMRI, no response was found intraoperatively by electrostimulation. We also found in our patients, by the usual methods of electrostimulation, that the absence of fMRI activation in a given area was correlated with the absence of response. Some criticism could arise about the spatial correlation between fMRI and cortical stimula-
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**Figure 5** Patient 4. Paretic left hand studied with fMRI during flexion and extension of the fingers (significant threshold: \( p<0.001 \)). The patient presenting with a lung metastasis in the right hemisphere. Most of the activation is situated in the ipsilateral hemisphere, in the Rolandic area.
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**Figure 6** Patient 4. Normal right hand activated area. fMRI during flexion and extension of the fingers (significant threshold: \( p<0.001 \)). Classic pattern of activation with the Rolandic area of the intact hemisphere predominantly activated.
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**Figure 7** Patient 4. Intraoperative view showing the post-Rolandic tumour (arrow). Bipolar stimulation with 16 mA did not identify sites that elicited a flexion of the fingers. The whole area of craniotomy has been studied. N=Negative sites for hand motor response; thread=the central sulcus. These findings are correlated with the fMRI data showing no activation in the contralateral Rolandic area of the paretic hand (fig 5).
tion, especially how to know, intraoperatively, that the cortical area found by stimulation matches spatially the fMRI activated areas. This point could be an issue in our patients. The use of visual inspection of both three dimensional surface renderings and operative fields by using anatomical landmarks on the brain’s surface to correlate our data has already been used by others. This method has proved to be reliable and accurate although the use of a technique of functional image guided surgery in which motor fMRI imaging is registered to an infrared based frameless stereotactic device should improve the localisation.

The second point is the possibility of finding no motor response in the motor strip by electrical stimulation. This possibility has been reported in other series. The first explanation is that no motor function is present in this area, precluding any motor response. This is probably the case in our paretic patients. Mass effect and local invasion can lead to loss of function. The time frame in which a local neuronal area becomes non-functioning or destroyed is not well known. Skirboll and Ojemann, using direct cortical stimulation, found that functional tissue can be present in the boundaries of an invasive tumour without loss of function initially. In fMRI, several authors found that an activated area can be located in the peritumorous brain, corroborating the findings of Skirboll and Ojemann. The progressive nature of tumours can explain the potential reorganisation phenomena described by some authors. It seems that a critical level of neuronal infiltration or destruction must be reached for a deficit to be seen clinically. If cortical invasion can be a cause of loss of function, a mass effect by disruption or stretching of the pyramidal tracts can also be involved. In these circumstances, where a tumour has been resected, there can be rapid improvement in motor function (and even full recovery) caused by the decompressive effect of the surgery. This implies that, in some paretic patients, negative motor stimulation does not mean that no function is potentially present in the area tested. We found this phenomenon in three of our patients (patients 1, 3, and 4) where we were able to have a postoperative MRI. All of our patients recovered postoperatively, although this recovery was partial in three of them (patients 1, 4, and 5).

If cortical reorganisation can depend on temporal factors, tumour location can also play a part. If no motor response is seen in the motor strip, that can mean that hand area is possibly displaced because of the tumour. This had already been noticed by Penfield and Boldrey. Seitz et al, studying six patients with low and high grade tumours, suggested that the tumour location was predictive of the direction of the functional shift and the degree of functional compensation. The functional shift, either ventrally or dorsally in the function of the maximal tumour growth, could explain some negative cortical stimulation found. Other conditions of negative stimulation include acute brain swelling and too small a craniotomy to expose the motor strip.

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

Ipsilateral movements have been found in patients with cortical stimulation, although not often. Cortical stimulation using MEPs in humans has been associated with motor responses in ipsilateral fingers. Ipsilateral activation has been also reported with fMRI in normal subjects. Compared with the contralateral side, the activation was smaller and weaker. The ipsilateral primary sensorimotor cortex can also be significantly implicated in complex movements. In paretic patients, care must be taken in the analysis of fMRI data. With only five patients, our series was limited but the ipsilateral activation seen was clearly different from the activations usually found in normal subjects; firstly, because our patients showed no contralateral activation of the primary sensorimotor area and secondly because the ipsilateral activations seen were more important that the activations usually found in normal subjects.

Sparse data are available to show whether severe motor deficit reduces the probability of finding focal activity in the motor cortex and what type of relation can be established between the degree of motor deficit and fMRI
activation. Previous functional studies report a widespread hand activity in paretic patients. 
Furthermore, activations of the ipsilateral cortex, of the supplementary motor area, and of prefrontal areas in patients with motor deficits more often than in intact patients have been reported by several authors. 
Atlas et al have hypothesised that it may be a quantifiable difference on fMRI between the tumour bearing cortex and the normal hemisphere that could be related to the extent of the patient deficit. 
In patients with cerebral vascular malformations, Schlosser et al showed that gross neurological deficits were always present when the activated cortex was displaced to a new anatomical location. 
This displacement of functions has been described in some chronic neurological diseases potentially related to functional recovery. 
But it can also be found in strokes and was recently described in tumours. 
Displacement of function, increase of the activated hand area, and ipsilateral activation seem to be the mechanisms described by most authors. However, care must be taken in the analysis of this last effect because of the potential effect of the handedness on the activations. Kim et al and Li et al, using fMRI in volunteers, have reported a degree of ipsilateral activation greater during the performance of left hand tasks than during right hand tasks, especially in right handers. 
However, this phenomenon seems to occur to a lesser degree with motor tasks than with sensory tasks. 
Another problem is that we cannot completely rule out associated movement of the hand ipsilateral to the tumour although we were physically present during the fMRI procedure to ensure that the patient have no synkinesis of his normal hand. EMG recordings were not made in our patients. Subclinical associated movements of the normal hand have been noted in paretic patients. 
Aberrant mapping of cortical function has been well described in the developing brain. 
The underlying mechanisms proposed to sustain brain plasticity are collateral axonal sprouting, unmasking of pre-existing areas due to desinhibition, and contribution of the ipsilateral hemisphere through the direct pyramidal pathway or via transcallosal connections. In our patients with acquired lesions, the ipsilateral activations seen are probably related to the unmasking mechanism. Patient 2, for instance, had her fMRI 24 hours after the onset of hemiparesis. It would be unlikely that sprouting with consequent formation of new synaptic contact had occurred. The possibility of finding no function in the primary controlateral motor cortex in patients able to sustain residual motor activity and then to find an activated area in the primary motor cortex on control fMRI after the operation suggests a temporary desinhibition mechanism. 
Disinhibition of pre-existing but normally weak or non-functional synaptic connections, not ordinarily shown by standard electrophysiological assays, could be the substrate for short term changes occurring after interruption of the major motor pathways. 
The disinhibition mechanism leading to an increase of activation in an adjacent motor region has been well described by Jacobs and Donoghue. 
Corticospinal neurons projecting to proximal muscles in an overlap region may be disinhibited explaining the shift of a cortical functional area in lesions of the pyramidal tract. 
This phenomenon can occur within hours of a peripheral nerve lesion. 
The ipsilateral activation in paretic patients with brain tumours could be due to the same mechanism of desinhibition. 
The spatial distribution of the ipsilateral activated area in the intact hemisphere must also be discussed. Most of our ipsilateral activation was located in the Rolandic zone and there was a certain degree of overlapping between both areas. 
This finding has been underlined by others. 
The ipsilateral and controlateral pyramidal tract originate from the same areas in rats that had undergone neonatal hemispherectomy. 
Meagaki et al using MEPs in a case of unilateral extensive cortical dysplasia, found that the abductor pollicis brevis response of the paretic and controlateral side originated from the same motor cortex. 
The fact that ipsilateral hand representation lies in the primary motor cortex was also described by Wasseramn et al. 
As we demonstrated previously in patients after stroke, our results suggest that the ipsilateral corticofugal pathways in paretic patients are able to sustain not only proximal but also distal residual activity without recourse to the controlateral primary motor areas. But this ipsilateral activation in paretic patients with a brain tumour leads to some questions: are the findings explained in terms of reorganisation or are the paretic patients just trying harder to do the movement? It has been shown that a certain degree of ipsilateral activation can be seen in complex movement or in patients doing some movement requiring a more important force. 
A movement, becoming more complex or stronger, requires the participation of proximal muscles to stabilise the joints. These proximal muscles are more bilaterally represented in the cortex than distal hand muscles and the ipsilateral activations could be partially explained by the recruitment of these more proximal muscles in a patient trying to do the movement at best. This fact can also be supported by the EMG study of Turton et al that in patients after stroke, ipsilateral responses from the unaffected hemisphere were most prevalent in the proximal muscles of the affected limb. 

Conclusion 
Ipsilateral activation has been described with fMRI in normal subjects. In patients with motor deficits, activations of the ipsilateral cortex, of the supplementary motor area, and of prefrontal areas have also been reported more often than in intact patients. 
These displacements of functions seen in fMRI possibly relate to brain plasticity phenomena and need to be validated by other methods. In our patients and for the specific hand tasks used, the absence of primary sensorimotor activation was correlated with negative cortical stimula-
Disinhibition of pre-existing but normally weak or non-functional synaptic connections could be the mechanism implicated in the ipsilateral activations seen in our patients. However, in inoperable patients with Rolandic tumours, the possibility of finding no primary sensorimotor activation in the peritumoral brain would not imply that no functional tissue is potentially present even with a negative hand cortical area stimulation. This should be taken into account in the presurgical evaluation of the functional tissue surrounding a tumour in inoperable patients with FMRI.

The fissure of Sylvius (1614–72)

Franciscus called Sylvius, was a descendant of a protestant family named Du Bois (changed to de le Boë) from Cambrai, in France. For religious reasons the family moved to Germany. Sylvius was born in Hanau, Germany. He read medicine at the universities of Sedan and Leiden. He began his studies in June, 1632 at Leiden and offered a dissertation Positiones variae medicae in 1634. Sylvius obtained his medical doctorate at the University of Basel on 16 March 1637, defending a thesis De animæ motu ejusque laesibilibus. According to Haller this is the first description of the lateral cerebral fissure. This fissure and the cerebral aqueduct were not fully described by Sylvius until 1663.  

He practised for a short period but graduated again at Leiden University in November 1638. His skills in teaching anatomy brought him respect and a certain fame: “many students, and certainly not the worst ones, attended his courses, so that it seemed as if only he could understand and explain anatomy.”  

One of these students was Thoma Bartholini, son of the famous Danish anatomist Caspar Bartholini. In the 1641 edition of his well-known textbook Institutiones anatomicae published by Thoma, 12 years after Caspar’s death, it is clear that Caspar with Sylvius had shown and named the cerebral fissure separating the temporal lobe from the frontal lobe above. Not until 1663 was it separately published in Sylvius’s Opera as Disputationes medicarum ad C Bartholinii Institutiones Anatomicas, but Caspar Bartholini gave credit to Sylvius for the discovery, probably in his thesis of 1637.  

After this important work, Sylvius turned his attention to the circulation. He was able to show that the blood had an independent flow or circulation through the blood vessels, showing that the blood had an independent flow and accumulation of a volatile acid spirit, for nerves distributions, atque usu vario, defended by the student Gabriel Ypelaer under Sylvius’s supervision in 1660. The lateral fissure of Sylvius is described:  

“... the surface of the cerebrum is very deeply marked by twistings (gyri) which are somewhat similar to convolutions of the small intestine. Particularly noticeable is the deep fissure or hiatus which... begins at the roots of the eyes(ocularum radices) ... it runs posteriorly above the temples as far as the origin of the brain (stem (medullae radices) ... it divides the cerebrum into an upper, larger part and a lower, smaller part. Twistings occur along the fissure’s length and depth even with the origins of smaller convolutions at the most superior part of it.” (1663, pp 43–44.)  

Sylvius’s accurate study of the outer surface of the brain was done because of his interest in the vascular system on the brain surface, and his interest in the grey matter related to the animal spirits.

The ventricular aqueduct

The connection between the third and fourth ventricles had already been mentioned or supposed by Galen in De usu partum as a canal giving communication between the cerebrum and the cerebellum. Vesalius had described in the Fabrica (1543) an “anus-like orifice of the meatus which extends from the third to the fourth ventricle” below the quadrigeminal bodies. In chapter 21 in the disputation of Franciscus Sylvius is described a canalis vel aquae-ductus between the conjoined roots of the spinal cord and under “our bridge” (pons Varolii) and the corpora quadrigemina. The aqueduct was certainly known before Sylvius, and both Haller and Morgagni were critical of naming the aqueduct after Franciscus Sylvius. The naming of the fissure followed Thomas Bartholini’s homage to Sylvius’s work, but it had been described by Caspar Bartholini.